ACCESSIBILITY FEATURES IN MICROSOFT 365

There's no limit to what people can achieve when the technology they use reflects their diversity. Get to know some practical ways to make your workplace more inclusive and accessible. Explore how Microsoft 365 technologies enable everyone to communicate, create and collaborate.

VISION
- Distinguish colors with Color Filters
- Do things quickly with Tell Me
- Experience maps in 3D sound with Soundscape

HEARING
- Present with real-time subtitles with Microsoft Translator
- Auto-generate captions for videos with Microsoft Stream
- Don’t miss a beat with Mono Audio

NEURODIVERSITY
- Get things done through Minimizing Distractions
- Block alerts and notifications with Focus Assist
- Customize the task bar to your needs

LEARNING
- Improve writing quality with Editor
- Type with confidence through text suggestions
- Improve reading comprehension with Reading View
- Read with friendlier fonts

MOBILITY
- Type with your voice by using Dictate
- Click with your eyes by using Eye Control
- Work with your keyboard by only using keyboard shortcuts & Tell Me

MENTAL HEALTH
- Get in the zone with Focus Assist
- Stay on top of your to-dos by creating Outlook Tasks in OneNote

Are you looking to ensure your company’s digital accessibility? Make sure to check out our new Content Hub "Digital Inclusion & Accessibility": https://www.softwareone.com